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UNIT – V 

ANIMATIONS & REALISM 

PART-A 

1.What is animation? (AU NOV/DEC 2011)  
Computer animation generally refers to any time sequence of visual changes in a scene. In addition tochanging 
object positions with translations or rotations, a computer generated animation could displaytime variations in 
object size, color, transparency or surface texture. Animations often transition from oneobject shape to another.  
2.Mention the steps in animation sequence. 

Storyboard layout, Object definitions, Key-frame specifications, Generation of in-between frame.  
3. Explain about frame-by-frame animation.  
Frame-by-frame animation, each frame of the scene is separately generated and stored. Later the framescan be 
recorded on film or they can be consecutively displayed in “real time playback” mode.  
4.Define keyframes. (AU NOV/DEC 2011)  
A key frame is a detailed drawing of the scene at a certain time in the animation sequence. Within 

eachkeyframe, each object is positioned according to the time for that frame. Some key frames are chosen 
atextreme positions in action; others are spaced so that the time interval between key frames is not toogreat. 

More key frames are specified for intricate motions than for simple, slowly varying motions.  
5.What are in between frames?  
In-betweens are the intermediate frames between the key frames. The number of in-betweens needed 
isdetermined by the media to be used to display the animation. Film requires 24 frames per second andgraphics 

terminals are refreshed at the rate of 30 to 60 frames per second.  
6.Mention the different types of animation. (AU MAY/JUNE 2012 IT) 

The different types of animation are: 
Raster animation 
Raster operations: generate real-time animation in limited applications using raster operations. 
Color-table transformations: animate objects along 2D motion paths  
Key-frame system: specialized animation languages designed to generate the in-between frames from 
user specified key frames.  
 
Parameterized systems: allow object motion characteristics to be specified as part of the objectdefinitions. The 
adjustable parameter control such as object characteristics as degrees of freedom,motion limitations and 
allowable shape changes. 
 
Scripting systems: allow object specifications and animation sequences to be defined with a user input script.  
7.What are key frame systems? (AU NOV/DEC 2012)  
Key-frame systems are specialized animation languages designed to generate the in-between frames fromuser 

specified key frames. Each object in the scene is defined as a set of rigid bodies connected at thejoints and with 

a limited number of degrees of freedom. In-between frames are generated from thespecification of two or more 

fey frames. Motion paths can be given by kinematic description as a set ofspline curves or physically based by 

specifying the forces acting on the objects to be animated.  
8.What is Morphing? 
Transformation of object shape from one form to another is called morphing.  
9.What are fractals? (AU NOV/DEC 2011, MAY/JUNE 2012 IT & MAY/JUNE 2012)  
Fractals are those which have the property of a shape that has the same degree of roughness no matterhow much 
it is magnified. A fractal appears “the same” at every scale. No matter how much one enlargesa picture of the 
curve, it has the same level of detail.  
10.Define self-similar. Mention the types of self-similar.  
Most of the curves and pictures have a particularly important property: they are self-similar. This meansthat 
they appear “the same” at every scale. No matter how much one enlarges a picture of the curve, it hasthe same 
level of detail.The types are: exactly self-similar and statistically self-similar.  
11.What is Koch curve?  
Very complex curves can be fashioned recursively by repeatedly “refining” a simple curve. The simplestis the 
Koch curve. This curve stirred great interest in the mathematical world because it produces ainfinitely long line 
within a region of finite area.  
12.What are Peanocurves?List down the properties of Peano curves. (AU NOV/DEC 2012)  
A fractal curve can in fact “fill the plane” and therefore have a dimension of 2. Such curves are 
called Peano curves.  
13.What is a L-System?  
A large number of interesting curves can be generated by refining line segments. A particularly simpleapproach 
to generating these curves uses so called L-Systems to draw complex curves based on simple setof rules. 

14.Mention the dragon rules. 

The dragon rules are „F‟ _ „F‟, „X‟ _ “X+YF+”, „Y‟ _ “-FX-Y”, atom=”FX”  
15.What is space-filling? 
Such curves have a fractal dimension of 2 and they completely fill a region of space.  
16.What are the two famous Peano curves? 
The two famous Peano curves are: Hilbert and Sierpinski curves.  
17.Define fractal trees.  
Fractal trees provide an interesting family of shapes that resemble actual trees. Such shrubbery can 
be used to ornament various drawings.  
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18.What is periodic tiling and dihedral tiling?  
In periodic tiling, the notion is to take many copies of some shape such as polygon and to fit themtogether as a 
jigsaw puzzle so that they cover the entire plane with no gaps. In dihedral tiling, they permitthe use of two 
prototiles and therefore offer many more possibilities.  
19.How can a black and white image be described?  
A black and white image I can be described simply as the set of its black points: I =set of all 
black points={(x,y) such that (x,y) is coloured black}.  
20.What is the “Chaos Game”?  
It is also known as the random iteration algorithm which offers a simple non recursive way to produce apicture 
of the attractor of an IFS.  
21.What is fractal image compression?  
The original image is processed to create the list of affine maps, resulting in a greatly compressed representation 
of the image.  
22.What is Mandelbrot set?  
A very famous fractal shape is obtained from the Mandelbrot set, which is a set of complex values z thatdo not 
diverge under the squaring transformation: z0 = z, zk = z2k-1 + z0, k = 1, 2, 3, . . .It is the blackinner portion, 
which appears to consist of a cardioid along with a number of wart like circles glued to it.Its border is 
complicated and this complexity can be explored by zooming in on a portion of the border.  
23.What is Julia sets? (AU MAY/JUNE 2012)  
For some functions, the boundary between those points that move towards infinity and those that tendtoward a 
finite limit is a fractal. The boundary of the fractal object is called the Julia set. Julia sets are extremely 
complicated sets of points in the complex plane. There is a different Julia set Jc for each value of c. 

24.Differentiate Mandelbrot sets and Julia sets. (AU NOV/DEC 2011) 
Mandelbrot sets Julia sets 

A very famous fractal shape is obtained from the For some functions, the boundary between those 
Mandelbrot set, which is a set of complex values z that do points that move towards infinity and those that 

not diverge under the squaring tend toward a finite limit is a fractal.  

transformation: z0 = z, zk = z2k-1 + z0, k = 1, 2,3. . The boundary of the fractal object is called the Julia set. 
It is the black inner portion, which appears to Julia sets are extremely complicated sets of points 
consist of a cardioid along with a number of wart in the complex plane. There is a different Julia set 

like circles glued to it. Its border is complicated and Jc for each value of c. 

this complexity can be explored by zooming in on a  

portion of the border.  

25.What are the steps in ray tracing process? How to incorporate texture into a ray tracer?  
The steps are: build the rc-thary, fins the intersections with the object, identify intersections that lie closeto and 
in front of the eye, compute the hit point, find the color of the light and place the color in the rc -thpixel.Two 
principal kinds of texture are used: with image texture a 2D image is pasted onto each surfaceof the object, 
with solid texture the object is considered to be carved out of a block of some material.  
26.List down the ray tracing methods. (AU MAY/JUNE 2012 IT) 
The various ray tracing methods are:  

 Basic ray-tracing algorithm

 Ray-surface intersection calculations

 Reducing object-intersection calculations

 Space-subdivision methods

 Anti-aliased ray tracing

 Distributed ray tracing
27. Write about story board?  

 The storyboard is an outline of the action. It defines the motion sequence as a set of basic events that 
areto take place.

 Depending on the type of animation to be produced.
 The storyboard could consist of a set of rough sketches or it could be a list of the basic ideas for the 

motion. 
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PART B 

1. Explain about fractals and self-similarity. 

 

Characteristics of a fractal object  
1. Infinite detail at every point  
2. Self similarity between object 

parts Types of self similarity 
 Exact self similarity



 Statistical self similarity 
Exact self similarity




if a region of a curve is enlarged the enlargement looks exactly like the 

original Statistical self similarity 

if a region is enlarged the enlargement on an average looks like the 

original Successive refinement of curves 

by repeatedly refining a simple curve very complex curves can be 

fashioned Ex. Koch curve 

Koch curve 

produces an infinitely long line within a region of finite 

area Generations 

Successive generations are denoted by K0 , K1, K2 , … 

The zeroth generation shape  K0  is a horizontal line of unit length 

The curve K1 is generated by dividing K0 into three equal parts and replacing the middle 

section with a triangular bump 

The bump should have sides of length 1/3 so the length of the line is now 4/3  
The second order curve  K2 is generated by building a bump on each of the 4 line segments of  

K1  
Void drawKoch(double dir , double len , int n) 

{ 

doubledirRad = 0.0174533 * dir ; // direction in radians if ( n==0)  
lineRel(len * Cos(dirRad) , len * Sin(dirRad));  
else { n--;  // reduce the order & length 

len /=3;  

drawKoch(dir , len ,n); 

dir += 60;  

drawKoch(dir , len ,n); 

dir -= 120;  

drawKoch(dir , len ,n); 

dir += 60;   
drawKoch(dir , len ,n);  

}  
}  

Fractal Dimension  
Estimated by box covering method  

D =  log(N) / log(1/r)  
N = no. of equal segments 

r = 1/N  
For Koch curve the fractal dimension is in between 1 & 2  
For Peanocurve  D is 2 

 

2. Write notes on Peano curves. Peano curves  
Space filling curves (completely fill a region of space ) Have fractal dimension of 2  

Ex.  Hilbert curves, Sierpinski curves  
Polya‟sPeano curve  

Generated by replacing each segment of a generation by a right angled elbow 

Direction of the elbow alternate in a L , LR , LRLR ,… fashion  
To save the current state and to restore characters „]‟ and „]‟ are added to the language  
L – Systems  
Approach to generate curves  
Generate curves based on simple set of rules ( productions) 

String Production rules 
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F  


F – F  ++ F – F  
F means forward (1,1)  
+ means turn(A) 

- means turn(-A) 
 


 Means that every F is replaced by F – F ++ F – F 

Atom – initial string  
Production rules are applied to atom to produce the first generation string (S1 ) 

 
To generate the second generation string the same production is applied to the first generation string 

Generation of richer set of curves 
 

by adding more rules to string production process richer set of curves can be 

generated Ex. Dragon curves 

F  


F 

X 


X + YF + Y 


 – FX – Y  
Atom = FX  
Order1 String S1 Order2 String S2  
Atom =  FX  
S1 =  FX + YF + S2 =  FX + YF ++ – FX – YF + 

 
3. Discuss the computer animation techniques. (AU NOV/DEC 2012) 

Computer animation-definition  
Raster animations-concept  
This is the most common animation technique  
Frames are copied very fast from off-screen memory to the frame 

buffer Copying usually done with bitBLT-type operations 
 

Copying can be applied to 

complete frames 
 

only parts of the frame which contain some 

movement Example with diagram  
Procedure  
A part of the frame in the frame buffer needs to be erased  
The static part of the frame is re-projected as a whole, and the animated part is over-projected 

Keyframe systems- concept  
Compute first a small number of key frames  
Interpolate the remaining frames in-between these key frames (in-betweening) 

Key frames can be computed 
 

at equal time intervals 

according to some other rules 

for example when the direction of the path changes rapidly 

 

4. Explain in detail about the approaches for object motion specifications.  
In simple manual systems, the objects can be simply the artist drawings • In computer-generated 
animations, models are used • Examples of models: – a "flying logo" in a TV advertisement – a 
walking stick-man – a dinosaur attacking its prey in Jurassic Park Models Can Be 

 

Rigid (i.e. they have no moving parts) • Articulated (subparts are rigid, but movement is allowed 
between the sub-parts) • Dynamic (using physical laws to simulate the motion) • Particle based 
(animating individual particles using the statistics of behaviour • Behaviour based (e.g. based on 
behaviour of real animals)  
Path Specification: 

 
Impression of movement can be created for two basic situations, or for their combination: – static 
object, moving camera – static camera, moving object • The path defines the sequence of locations 
(for either the camera or the object) for the consecutive time frames.  
Static Object, Moving Camera:  
 The path specifies the spatial coordinates along which the camera moves

• The path is usually specified for a single point, e.g. the view reference point 
5. Explain in detail about morphing. 

 

Morphing is an image processing technique typically used as an animation tool for the 

metamorphosis from one image to another. The whole metamorphosis from one image to the 
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other consists of fading out the source image and fading in the destination image. Thus, the early 

images in the sequence are much like the source image and the later images are more like the 

destination image. The middle image of the sequence is the average of the source image 

distorted halfway toward the destination image and the destination image distorted halfway back 

to the source image. This middle image is rather important for the whole morphing process. If it 

looks good then probably the entire animated sequence will look good. For example, when 

morphing between faces, the middle "face" often looks strikingly "life-like" but is neither the first 

nor the second person in the image. 

 
 
6. Describe the creation of images by iterated functions. (AU NOV/DEC 2012) 

1. Experimental copier 


 Take an initial image I0 

 Produce new image I1 by superimposing several reduced versions of I0




 Feed I1 back to the copier to generate I2




 Repeat the process to obtain a sequence of images I0, I1, I2,… called orbit of I0 2.S-
copier



 
- Superimposes three smaller versions of whatever image is fed onto it and repeated 
iterations may result in Sierpinski triangle 

Generating images 
 

 The 3 lenses present in the copier reduces the i/p image to one half of its size and moves it 
to a new position



 The reduced and shifted images are superimposed on printed o/p




 Each lens performs its own affine transformation


 
IFS – it is a collection of ‘N’ affine transformations Ti for I = 1,2,…N 
Theory of copying process 

 
Method: 

 
- Using the lenses present in the copier draw the o/p image by transforming the 
points present in the i/p image 

Working: 
 

Let I be the i/p image to the copier, then the i-th lens builds the new set of points denoted 
by Ti (I) and adds them to the image being produced at the current iteration. 

 
The o/p image is obtained by superimposing the three transformed images created by the 
three lenses 

 
o/p image = T1(I) U T2(I) U T3(I) 

Overall mapping from i/p to o/p is denoted by W(.)  
W(.) = T1(.) UT2(.) UT3(.) 

 
Drawing the k-th iterate 
Choices of Initial images ( I0 ) 

 
1. Polyline 
2. Single point 
Chaos Game ( Random Iteration Algorithm) 

 
• produces the picture of an attractor  
• produces pictures in a non recursive way 
Ex. Sierpinski gasket 
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•   
7. Write notes on Mandelbrot sets. (AU NOV/DEC 2012)  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
Computing whether point c is in Mandelbrot Set 

 
I 
dea: 

 
Check whether the orbit explodes or not if the orbit explodes then the point is not 

 
in M 

 
Test for checking: If |dk | value ever exceeds the value of 2 , then the orbit will 

definitely explode. 
 

Dwell:  The number of iterations |dk | takes to exceed 2 is called the dwell of the 
 

orbit 
 

Approach:  
 Set some upper limit Num for the number of iterations
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If |dk | hasn’t exceeded 2 after Num iterations assume that it will never exceed and 
conclude that ‘c’ is in M 

 

Dwell function: 
 

For a given value of c = cx +cyi the routine returns the no. of iterations |dk | required to 
exceed 2 or simply the no. of iterations 

 
int dwell (double cx, double cy) 

 
{// return true dwell of Num whichever is smaller 

#define Num 100 
 

doubletmp, dx = cx , dy = cy , fsq = cx * cx + cy * cy; 
 

for (int count = 0; count <= Num&&fsq<=4 ; count++) 
 

{ tmp = dx; // save old real part 
 

dx = dx * dx – dy * dy + cx; // new real part 
 

dy = 2.0 * tmp * dy +cy ;  // new imaginary part 
 

fsq = dx * dx + dy * dy ; 
 

} 
 

return count; // no. of iterations used 
 

} 
 

Drawing Mandelbrot Sets 
 

Techniques: 
 Assign black to points inside M & white to those outside M




 Use a range of colors ( for small value sof ‘d’ use blue as ‘d’ approaches ‘Num’ use red & 
green component (together form yellow)





8. Write notes on Julia sets. 

Filled in Julia sets 
 

The filed in Julia set at c, Kc , is the set of all starting points whose orbits are finite 
 

Difference between Mandelbrot set &filled in Julia set 
 ‘c’ can take different values ‘c’ can take a single value




 Use the same starting point 0 use different starting points 

Basin of attraction:  
If an orbit starts close enough to an attracting fixed point , it is sucked into that 

 
point. The set of points that are sucked in forms a basin of attraction for the fixed point P 
 

Types of filled in Julia set 
 

1. Connected 
2. Cantor set 
Julia sets ,Jc 

 
For any given value of c, the Julia set Jcis the boundary of filled in Julia set Kc 
Preimage: 
 The point just before ‘s’ in the sequence is called preimage




 Preimage is the inverse of the function f(.) = (.)
2
 + c


 The collection of all preimages of any point in Jc is dense in Jc Drawing 
Julia set




Methodology: 

find a point and place a dot at all of the point’s preimages 

Problem: 
 

1. Finding the point 
 

2. Keeping track of all the preimages 
Solution: 

 
 Use backward iteration method 
Backward iteration method
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 Choose some point ‘z’ in complex plane which may / may not in Jc




 Begin iteration backwards




 At each iteration choose on e of the two square roots randomly




 Produce a new ‘z’ value




 Repeat the process until Jc emerge


 
Pseudo code: 

 
do { 

 
if ( coin flip is heads ) 

 
z = +√ z – c ; 

 
else 

 
z = - √ z – c ; 

 
draw dot at z; 

 
}while(not bored); 

 

9. Explain about random fractals. (AU NOV/DEC 2011 & MAY/JUNE 2012)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

10.  Write notes on ray tracing. (AU MAY/JUNE 2012) 

 

Ray Tracing / Ray Casting 
 

- Provides a related , powerful approach to render 
scenes Overview of Ray Tracing Process 

 
Pseudo code of a ray tracer: 

for(int r = 0; r <nRows ; r++) 

for(int c = 0; c <nCols ; c++) 
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{ 

 
1. build the rc-th ray 
2. find all intersections of the rc-th ray with objects in the scene 
3. Identify the intersection that lies closest to and in front of the eye 
4. Compute the hit point where the ray hits this object and the normal vector at that 

point  
5. Find the color of the light returning to the eye along the ray from the point of 

intersection 
6. place the color in the rc-th pixel 

 

} 
 

Intersection of a Ray with an Object 
 

Common shapes used in ray tracing 
 Sphere




 Cylinder




 Cone cube




 hex cone


 
If ‘S’ is the starting point of a ray and ‘c’ is its direction then the ray that intersects with a 

 
shape is given by 

 
r(t) = S + ct // implicit form of shape is F(P) 

 
Condition for r(t) to coincide with a point of the surface is 

 
F(r(t)) = 0 

 
The hit time thit  can be found by solving 

 
F(S+ c thit ) = 0 

 
Intersection of a Ray with the Generic Plane 
 generic plane – xy plane or z = 0




 Implicit form is F(x ,y , z) = z




 The ray S+ct intersects the generic plane when Sz 
+czth = 0 , where th = - ( Sz / cz )



 
If cz = 0 , the ray is moving parallel to the plane & there is no intersection 

 
Otherwise , the ray hits the plane at the point Phit = S – c(Sz / cz ) 

 
Intersection of a Ray with the Generic Shape 
 Consider a generic shape whose implicit form is F(P) = |P|

2
 – 1


 The point of intersection of the ray is given by |S + ct |
2
 - 1 = 0 

|c|
2
T

2
 + 2.(S.C)t + (|S|

2
 - 1) = 0 which is of the form At

2
 +2Bt + c = 0



by solving  th = -(B/A) ±(√B
2
 – AC)/ A 

 If B
2
 - Ac is ‘-’ ve , the ray misses the sphere



 If B
2
 - Ac is zero , the ray grazes the sphere at one point



 If B
2
 - Ac is ‘+’ ve , there are 2 hit times t1& t2



 
 
 
 
 


